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1. Introduction 
Acourate DRC is a perfect tool with almost endless capabilities to correct for your rooms’ acoustics 
and some of the speakers’ weaknesses. There are several ways to go ahead, but using a QNAP NAS 
system (which is in effect a low performance Linux PC) does neither allow to use JRiver nor 
ConvoFS. Also, I didn’t want to use a Windows-PC to run JRiver Media Center. Converting all my 
20k+ FLAC files with Acourate NAS didn’t seem to be my way either. This would restrict the 
Acourate software’s key feature to modify target curves and then apply the calculated filters 
instantly. I wanted to keep it simple and with minimum insertion loss. 
 
My solution: Using MinimServer and MinimStreamer, both written by Simon Nash 
(www.minimserver.com). Many thanks to Simon as well as all the others contributing to the forum 
and helping me to resolve all issues. 
 
It must be said, that “simple” with respect to the actual configuration, has turned out be a tricky 
(unless you are a computer freak). I’ve got only FLAC files on my NAS, but they come in almost 
any variation of sample rates and bit length, although the majority is 44/16. Acourate creates the 
convolution files for all sample rates, so why not applying them automatically. And this is how it 
goes: 
 
 
2. How to get started 
Please install the latest version of MinimServer on your NAS. Also, install MinimWatch to access 
the control panel from your PC. Start MinimWatch, select properties and make sure, that you have 
installed all the latest packages. MinimServer configures itself mostly automatically. You may need 
to manually select the path in which your NAS stores your music. Please check the MinimServer 
website and forums how to do this. 
 
Now, you must make sure, that you have got one of the most recent versions of ffmpeg (more on 
ffmpeg under www.ffmpeg.com). This is the software, which Minim uses to execute the 
convolution with the FIR filters generates by Acourate. The pre-installed ffmpeg which comes with 
some of the QNAP models isn’t the latest one and may not support FIR filtering. You can download 
ffmpeg QPKG (QNAP only) and install it manually from the following website: 
https://qnapclub.eu/fr/qpkg/379. Make sure to choose the right processing platform when 
downloading it. 
 
For the Synology model, you will find it within its application store. 
 
Another useful tool while installing is WinSCP. This allows you to log-on your NAS and search for 
the location where the latest FFMPEG is actually installed (you’ll find several, make sure, you go 
for the one installed from the QPKG). You may also need to take use of it in order to find the path 
in which you have your convolution files saved. 
 
Now, let’s go for the configuration of MinimServer and MinimStreamer 
 
 
 
 



3. The parameter set-up 
In order to continue, you need to create your convolution files for all the different sample rates you 
are using with Acourate and store them on your NAS. Use WinSCP (if necessary) to retrieve the 
path where the files are stored. 
In MinimServer Watch control panel (system) you add the following entries: 
 
stream.converter  
/share/CACHEDEV1_DATA/.qpkg/ffmpeg/ffmpeg 
stream.options   
convOut=-i /share/CACHEDEV1_DATA/Music/ConvolutionFiles/Cor1S*.wav -lavfi 
afir=gtype=gn 
stream.transcode  
flac:wav24; ,wav:wav; 
 
Please be careful with the syntax. Any error, will stop you from entering the correct value into the 
MinimServer Watch control panel. 
 
In “stream.converter” you must see YOUR path to the FFMPEG on your NAS. Default is set to 
FFMPEG and this will also work, IF your NAS is brand new and has come with the latest FFMPEG. 
Otherwise, it will report an error. 
 
In “stream.options” please CHANGE “/share/CACHEDEV1_DATA/Music/ConvolutionFiles/” to 
YOUR path in which you have stored YOUR convolution files. You may have noticed the wildcard 
in the filename. This enables Minim to automatically choose the right convolution file sample rate 
from the inputs’ sample rate. 
 
In “stream.transcode” the setting is that all FLAC files are converted into wav and – if necessary 
filled up with zeros for bits less than 24 – before being convoluted. The semicolon in the command 
line “flac:wav24;” is of utmost importance. ONLY when the semicolon is set, ffmpeg is initialized. 
The upside: Removing the semicolon stops the convolution, if you want to listen it in comparisons. 
 
That’s it. Sit down and listen. From now on, all your music, regardless of its original resolution will 
be adequately convoluted with the filters generated from Acourate. At any time you can generate 
new filters, just overwrite them on your NAS. 
 
This is an easy, high-performance and low cost solution. It is no longer required buying some 
additional sophisticated and expensive hardware, no AD/DA conversion is inserted and you are 
ultimately free to resolve many of your room acoustics and speakers shortcoming. 
 
Enjoy! 


